A new circulating recombinant form, CRF15_01B, reinforces the linkage between IDU and heterosexual epidemics in Thailand.
HIV-1 subtype B and CRF01_AE have been in circulation in Thailand and Southeast Asia for more than a decade. Initially separated by risk group, the two strains are increasingly intermixed, and two recombinant strains of essentially reciprocal structure have been recently reported. Here we identify additional CRF_01B recombinants and provide the evidence that HIV-1 strains now pass freely between the two high-risk populations. HIV isolates that showed discordance between CRF01_AE and subtype B in multi-region genotyping assays were selected for the study. They were drawn from 3 different cohorts in Thailand representing different risk behaviors and demographic characteristics: a drug user cohort in the north, a family planning clinic attendee cohort in the southeast, and a cohort study of the mucosal virology and immunology of HIV-1 infection in Thailand. The DNA from these isolates was PCR amplified to recover the full HIV-1 genome and subjected to sequencing and phylogenetic analysis. We establish that one particular CRF_01B recombinant, with the external envelope of subtype B and the rest of the genome from CRF01_AE, is circulating widely in Thailand. Termed CRF15_01B (also referred to as CRF15), the strain was primarily heterosexually transmitted, although injecting drug use (IDU) also played a role. In aggregate data from the studies, CRF15 constituted 1.7% of all HIV-1 infections (95% confidence interval 0.5-4.4%) and was dispersed widely in the country. The previously separate heterosexual and IDU epidemics have apparently been bridged by a new CRF. The entry of CRF15 into the mainstream of the epidemic signals new complexity in the long stable molecular picture in Thailand. These recombinants must be considered in ongoing or projected efficacy evaluations of HIV-1 vaccines and antiviral therapies.